


The list of english,french and german travellers,who visited calabria starting from the 
seventeenth century until the 1840’s is very long.Many of them were unknown men of 
letters,archeologists,naturalists or eccentric eriters,official painters and writers of the 
napoleonic army,reporters,portrait painters or tutors of the offspring of noble or rich 
families.A new phenomenon originated in europe from the middle of the 17° century and it 
reached its peak in the first half of the 1800:”the grand tour”.It was a journey made by young 
men from noble or rich middle class families at the end of their studies through the main 
cultural centres of the “old continent”,in order to improve their education.The main 
destinations were france,the netherlands,germany and –in italy --
rome,florence,pisa,venice,naples,paestum and sicily.The journey lasted a few months or even 
years.During the journey,these young men learned about politics,culture,art and about life in 
general(from craftsmanship to enogastronomy,from fashion to folk songs.)The expression 
“grand tour” was developed by richard lassels,who employed it to describe his journey to italy 
in his book “the voyage of italy “ (1670). One of the first and bravest intellectuals who 
travelled towards the south of italy during the second half of the 1700 was henry swinburne 
(1743-1803). However,it was norman douglas(1862-1952)-a scottish writer of austrian-british 
origin –who chose calabria as his favourite destination. In his work “old calabria”,he provided 
one of the most detailed descriptions of his trip and was able to intercept the innermost 
aspects of the nature of this region. “old calabria”(1915) is considered,at present,the most 
beautiful and interesting example of “travel literature” in the south of italy. 













This recipe contained 163 aphrodisiac recipes,from “soups” to “sweet” 
and “drinks”,and was sold at a high price for the time. The first edition 

reported on its cover a photo of the author when he was a baby (in 
reality it was a joke:the baby in the photo was norman’s sister mary). 

After douglas’ death, a book on aphrodisiac recipes was then 
published in 1952 without norman douglas’ introduction (which was 
substituted by an introduction of douglas’ friend graham greene) and 
titled “venus in the kitchen. Love’s cookery book”. The author’s name 

was substituted by the pen-name pilaff bey. This book contained a 
photo of norman douglas with pino orioli,13 decorations by bruce 

roberts a manuscript with two “ephitaps” and a frospiece illustrated by 
norman douglas “inimical friend” D.H. lawrence. This cover had benn 

thought for the original edition and,to quote norman 
douglas’words:D.H. lawrence painted for it a frontispiece depicting an 
obese,middle-aged woman shovelling something into a kitchen oven 
with a small boy or devil (i forget which) at her side-a monstrousoly 

anti-aphrodisiac vision-but pure lawrence”. Later leo longanesi 
published the italian translation of this recipe book with the title 

“paneros”.  





 












